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Capture for iPad Arrives – Drop Dead Simple App to
Record With!

July 17, 2014 — Paul Shimmons
Presonus released a new app recently that has high potential to
make things simpler for us musicians. If you are a music
teacher who needs to create accompaniment tracks for your
students or if you ever record your performances this app
would be an awesome choice. In fact, there are only two items
missing from this app that would make it stand at the top of the
list of iPad DAW’s – more about those two wish list items at the
end.

WHAT CAPTURE IS: The purpose of this app currently is
simple – it gives you a super simple way to record with your
iPad. Capture gives you a mobile recording studio that you can

then take back to the computer and edit further.

WHAT CAPTURE ISN’T: It is NOT a recording app to record from other iPad apps.

The app is called PreSonus Capture and it comes in two flavors – the FREE Version (

PreSonus Capture Duo) and the $9.99 Version ( Presonus Capture). The only difference
between the two is how many tracks you can record – free=2 tracks, not free=32 tracks! This
pricing structure is a like getting a present at Christmas! – by offering you the free version,
PreSonus has just given you a way to get those simple, straightforward recordings you need. For
instance, Choir Teachers always need accompaniment tracks, Band Directors always need
accompaniment tracks and we would all like to be able to record ourselves playing or singing
our music. Now we have a great looking, simple and mobile solution that is free.

The app is very straightforward to use. Start it up, start a new session, select whether or not you
want to monitor what you are recording in the headphones, tap the record button and start the
music. Take a look….
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https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/presonus-capture-duo/id892939968?mt=8&uo=4&at=10l7wS
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/presonus-capture/id892935959?mt=8&uo=4&at=10l7wS
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One technique they have used for this app is to make it very easy to select the interface you want
to use. The app works with the built-in mic and it also works with audio interfaces like the newly
released (but not available yet) PreSonus AudioBox iOne or the iTwo or any other MFi iPad
interface. I used it with my Line6 SonicPort just fine. Trying to find this interface selection in other
apps and on the desktop is always a huge search, even for me!

EDITING AND SETTINGS:
It is also imperative that I was able to adjust my stereo/mono settings. It really annoys me when I
record my keyboard and it is not in stereo. With the Capture Duo app it was easy, tap the single
dot at the bottom of the input meter which will then become two dots indicating that you are now
recording in stereo!

So just to make sure you are clear on what PreSonus is giving you – this means that with the
Capture Duo app you can record 2 tracks of STEREO Audio! I can record a stereo piano track and
then record another track of stereo drums as well! Nice

Here’s a picture of that….
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Adjusting and editing the audio was very easy. Just do what seems to be the right multi-touch
gesture and you are probably going to be in business. Tap to select, double tap to bring up a
menu to Cut/Copy/Delete/Duplicate/Split at Cursor or tap then hold for a second then drag the
audio to a new location.

WRAP UP:
PreSonus has been very focused with the purpose for this app currently – A mobile recording
solution to use in conjunction with other software that is easy to use. If you use it with Studio
One it is even easier to work with your recordings because they will transfer wirelessly right into
the desktop software!

I believe they hit the mark right on. I can not wait to see where this app is a year from now!

This app does not have to be used with Studio One on a desktop. Studio One is free though
for Mac and PC both- PAY ATTENTION ALL OF YOU WHO USE THAT OTHER FREE
RECORDING APP! Go download Studio One, it’s free!

WISHES:
I’ve got a short video at the end of this post for you to see how easy it is to use this app. First
though a couple of observations:

1. WISH ONE – With that being said, I really wish there were other ways to share your
recordings from within Capture – Using the Open In option or to upload to SoundCloud or
DropBox or even Box.net.

2. WISH TWO – The app REALLY, REALLY, REALLY needs to get audioBus integration so we
can use it to record other iPad apps! This would open up a HUGE open door! (I suppose
InterApp Audio would help too.) There is a huge number of iPad Musicians who are using
the iPad and apps as a very real way of making music! What used to have to be done in
professional studios, on equipment that cost thousands of dollars, is now being done with
apps and an iPad.
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Side Note -

1. If you use one of the new AudioBox Interfaces – the iOne or iTwo you will have to have
the interface plugged into the iPad power adaptor.

 

and now a video to demonstrate…

 

 

As always – the links in this post are affiliate links. That means that if I inspire you to purchase
any of the apps/music that I link to in this post I receive a small portion of that sales – something
like 5% I think. This comes out of Apple’s share and the developer keeps their portion of the
sales. It’s just a small way to inspire me to keep writing and sharing my ideas, thoughts and tech
finding with you all.


